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We recently got a chance to chat with Evilution Director Chris

Conlee about his sci-fi-horror pic which arrives to DVD on the 17th of

November. As with most movies, if the DVD does well, a sequel is

usually quickly fast-tracked. But Conlee tells us that while no sequel

to "Evilution" is imminent, a trilogy involving an important set piece

and character in the film has been put forth. "Black Gate

Entertainment planned a trilogy, with all the films revolving

around the apartment complex in the movie, The Necropolitan,

with Nathan Bexton in all three films," he explains. "The first

two have been shot and are being released at the same time

on November 17th, 2009. The first film is, "Evilution," and the

second film is, Basement Jack, directed by a friend of mine

named Michael Shelton. The third film hasn't been shot yet, for

financial reasons, but hopefully it will. After that, there's

definitely been talk of a sequel, but who knows...No script

exists yet, and I haven't even heard what the premise would

be. Still, it'd be fun and I'd definitely want to do it if they

asked me"

We'll have more with Chris as our full interview with him will be posted later today so stay tuned! "Evilution"

meanwhile stars Noel Gugliemi, Marie Antoinette, Nathan Bexton, and Jonathan Breck. In the film...a hostile alien

intelligence, with the ability to possess a dead human body and resurrect it, is stolen by a young scientist, Captain

Darren Hall, in hopes that he can find a way to learn from it while keeping it safe from a military that wants to

program it as a bio-weapon.
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